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0 of 0 review helpful Great Read for Movie Buffs By Em73 I m enjoying reading through these though Paula Kael s 
are still my favorites when she s not being exasperating I will definitely have to get Great Movies I as well as it 
contains many of my favorite movies This edition includes a number of movies I haven t seen and that I m looking 
forward to seeing now I enjoy reading a couple of these each night 0 of 0 re Continuing the pitch perfect critiques 
begun in The Great Movies Roger Ebert s The Great Movies II collects 100 additional essays each one of them a gem 
of critical appreciation and an amalgam of love analysis and history that will send readers back to films with a fresh 
set of eyes and renewed enthusiasm mdash or perhaps to an avid first time viewing Neither a snob nor a shill Ebert 
manages in these essays to combine a truly populist appreciation fo From Publishers Weekly At times Ebert s second 
collection of 100 essays on great but not he s careful to point out the greatest movies reads like an anthology of 
recycled reviews from his Chicago Sun Times column especially when he gets talking abou 
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